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Logwood Cutters

FORCE SPECIAL RULES

FORCE OPTIONS

Core Units Support Units

» If this force is the attacker in a scenario, Once per-

game the controlling player may discard all the activa-

tion Cards in in their hand and replace them with the 

same number of new cards without spending a Fortune 

Point

» If this force is the defender in a scenario roll a d10 and 

apply the following result:

1 Unprepared: All units with muskets begin the game 

with 2 Reload markers

2-5 Drunk: Apply the Drunk Scenario rule

6-7 No Effect
8-10 Determination: During the game's first turn, each 
unit gains a free action of any kind when activated.

 Out of Practice: Any unit in this force may have its 

training level reduced by one for -1 point per model.

THIS FORCE MAY BE LEAD BY AN ENGLISH OR 
FRENCH BUCCANEER COMMANDER.

L
ogwood cutters were rough men who labored for months at a time standing knee-deep in water while they 

chopped down logwood trees, cut them into sections, and hauled them by hand to the shore to await cargo 

vessels from Port Royal, Jamaica. Logwood was a valuable dyewood, and the labor and hard living to ac-

quire it was worth the risks and the toll on the body. The men, typically ensconced at Laguna de Términos, 

Mexico or along the Mosquito Coast of Nicaragua, lived in primitive camps and hunted wild cattle for food. When the 

Port Royal vessels arrived, logwood cutters would celebrate for days—they would “make a Christmas”—on rum punch 

provided by the logwood merchants. 

But these logwood cutting bases were on Spanish territory, thus the logwood cutters were interlopers. Local Spanish 

guardas-costas, and at times even larger expeditions, were often sent to dislodge them: capture could mean years of ser-

vitude in Mexico City or other towns along or inland from the Spanish Main. Many logwood cutters drifted through a 

variety of trades, including buccaneering, the “sloop trade” (local trading voyages), smuggling, turtling, “fishing” for 
silver (treasure hunting), and even local whaling, leaving them with a variety of skills that made them useful to a various 

military and quasi-military and naval expeditions. 
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